
Chapter 431

“This…this is too fierce!”

“Unexpectedly, this handsome man is just a display.”

“What kind of fancy, obviously this person is more powerful, if he is fancy, would
you dare to be on it?”

“I dare not dare, such a big head, you can punch me into the hospital with one
punch, how dare I go.”

Facing everyone’s exclamation, George Han looked calm and calm, and walked
towards the big man with flowers.

The big-armed man knew that he had hit the iron plate, when he found George Han
walking towards him. His face turned pale with fright in an instant, and he said,
“You… don’t come over, don’t come over.”

“I haven’t learned how to write dead words, don’t you continue to teach me?”
George Han asked with a smile.

“Don’t teach, buddy, I was wrong.” The big-armed man admitted without thinking,
because he knew that he would lose so badly in one move. If he fights, he will be
injured.

These words made the people who eat melons couldn’t help laughing. Just now I
had to teach George Han how to write the dead words, and now I am starting to
admit his mistakes, and there is no remaining domineering arrogance.

“Since you don’t teach anymore, why don’t you just get out of the queue?” George
Han said.



“I…I don’t eat anymore, don’t eat anymore.” The big man with arms resisted the
pain and stood up. Then he gritted his teeth and ran away in a hurry, not daring to
stay for a minute.

“it is good.”

I don’t know who started the head and applauded. The people who ate melons
responded in a moment with thunderous applause.

“The young man is good, this kind of rascal should be taught with his fists.”

“I didn’t see that you were so powerful. I thought you were going to be beaten.”

“Young man, you really gave us a sigh. This guy, he jumps in every time he comes.
No one dared to provoke him before.”

George Han waved his hand, facing the flattery of these strangers, a little
embarrassed.

Walking to the little girl, George Han said: “It’s your turn, don’t hurry to buy it and
go to the company.”

The little girl recovered her senses, and said gratefully to George Han, “Thank
you.”

George Han shook his head indifferently and said, “It’s just a small matter, don’t
worry about it. By the way, I just looked at the documents in your hand. Does your
company cooperate with Weak Water Real Estate?”

When it came to this, the little girl frowned and said, “We are just a small
company. The boss has to connect with the weak water real estate, and he also gave
me this task. This is simply an impossible task. .”



George Han smiled faintly. The little girl’s social experience is very shallow. She
probably didn’t understand the boss’s intention at all. The reason why she was
asked to come forward was not to use her ability to achieve cooperation, but in
other ways. I have to say, the boss She was just playing around with her innocence.

“If you have time, go to Weak Water Real Estate, see Zhong Liang and tell him that
Old Han asked you to go.” George Han said.

Zhong Liang!

Apart from the mysterious boss of Weak Water Real Estate, he is the most
powerful high-level person, and he can’t be seen just by saying.

After the little girl bought soy milk fritters, she left with a puzzled expression.

Even if she sees Zhong Liang, what does the word Lao Han stand for?

“Two soy milk, two fried dough sticks, how much is it.” When it was George
Han’s turn, George Han ordered two and prepared to pack one for Qi Yiyun and go
home.

“No money.” The boss said with a smile.

George Han looked at the boss without knowing it, and asked, “Why?”

“Just now you taught that person that you often come to make trouble, you can be
regarded as helping me out, how can I collect your money. If you like to eat, you
can come every day.” The boss said.

George Han smiled. The boss is really clever. He used a meal of soy milk and
fritters every day for a safe and sound situation, so that the big-armed man has no
chance of making trouble. He is really a businessman, and it seems to be at a loss.
In fact, he is making a lot of money. Up.



“Yes, thank you boss.”

In the distance, a figure who did not come close has a very complicated expression.
From the time when George Han and the big man with flowers broke out, she stood
in this position, quietly watching how George Han beat the big man with flowers
away .

He is not a waste of money.

But downstairs in the unit, in the nightclub magic city, he did not show up, why is
this? Does he just don’t want to be nosy because of himself?

As for the kidnapping, he also said clearly that if it weren’t for Yang Meng, he
would never show up.

Miffel gradually gritted his teeth. The image of George Han’s uselessness has been
deeply ingrained in her heart, but now she has to overthrow this image by herself,
because George Han’s performance is definitely not useless.

So many people in line. Only George Han stepped forward, and even beat the big
guy with a flowery arm. Could this be something that can be done with nothing?

The reason for the wretched performance in front of Miffel can only be explained
as his reluctance to do anything because of her.

Miffy took a deep breath. There were so many people pursuing her, and some even
deliberately arranged the hero to save the United States, but when this opportunity
fell in front of him, he dismissed it.

This is no longer a routine of wanting to get caught, Miffel can clearly feel that
George Han does not care about her at all. In other words, she didn’t take her
seriously.



When George Han came home, Qi Yiyun hadn’t gotten up yet. He knew that Qi
Yiyun must have slept very late, so he didn’t bother to bother him. He just put the
soy milk fritters on the coffee table and ate his share.

I have to say that although they are all ordinary soy milk fritters, the difference in
taste is very obvious, especially soy milk. It is slightly sweet with a silky texture,
which is definitely not comparable to ordinary soy milk, and the fritters are also
very crispy and will not give a heavy oily taste. No wonder the business will be so
good.

After eating his own portion, George Han went to the bathroom to take a shower,
ready to go out.

As soon as his front foot entered the bathroom, Qi Yiyun’s room door opened.

After poking his head out, after a sneaky look, he found that George Han was
indeed taking a bath, and then walked carefully to the living room.

Seeing the soy milk fritters on the coffee table, Qi Yiyun sneaked back to the room
like a mouse carrying food.

Just holding the soy milk fritters in the palm of his hand, the happy smile on Qi
Yiyun’s face has overflowed, and there is even a feeling of reluctance to eat. After
all, this is the first breakfast that George Han has bought for her personally. It is
worthwhile. Memorial thing.

Fortunately, this thing cannot be made into a specimen, otherwise, Qi Yiyun might
really do such crazy things.

Drinking soy milk happily, eating fried dough sticks. It feels that the world’s
delicacy is nothing more than that, and letting the three delicacies of the seafood is
no match for this simple breakfast.



Suddenly there was a knock on the door of Qi Yiyun’s room, and Qi Yiyun jumped
into bed with fright. Bury yourself in the bedding.

George Han knocked a few times and found that there was no movement, but the
soy milk fritters on the coffee table disappeared, and said with a faint smile: “I’m
going out, I don’t need to cook my food today.”

Qi Yiyun heard this sentence. Feeling a little lost, the whole person is lying on the
bed like mud.

While George Han was recovering from his injuries, Qi Yiyun hoped that he would
get better as soon as possible.

But now, after George Han gets better, the time between them has become scarce.
This made Qi Yiyun start to look forward to George Han being injured again. Only
if he was injured, Qi Yiyun could take care of George Han all the time.

George Han went out after returning to the room and changing into clean clothes.

Qi Yiyun walked out of her room after hearing the sound of closing the door,
pacing barefoot to the door, hoping to see George Han in the eyes of a cat.

But as soon as I walked to the door, the door was suddenly opened again.

George Han went back and forth, and forgot to get his mobile phone.

Qi Yiyun stood there blankly, and on tiptoes, with a cautious look, like a thief.

“What are you doing?” George Han asked puzzledly.

Qi Yiyun exclaimed, ran back to his room quickly, and slammed the door shut.



George Han shook his head helplessly, and then left after taking the phone.

This time Qi Yiyun didn’t come out again, because she was so ashamed that she
couldn’t wait to find a hole in it.

After a long time, Qi Yiyun withdrew from his shy mood and went to the living
room, ready to watch a TV series to relax.

But at this time, the knock on the door rang again, Qi Yiyun was as vigilant as a
frightened bird.



Chapter 432

Qi Yiyun’s posture curling up on the sofa is very funny. She is indeed a little scared
to meet George Han, because she is worried that George Han will mention the
things that asked her to leave, so she wants to stay in this home, the only way , Is to
avoid discussing this matter with George Han, it is best to not meet.

But George Han has the key. If he wants to go home, he can just open the door.
How can you knock on the door?

Qi Yiyun stepped lightly, walked to the door, and saw the incoming person through
the cat’s eyes, his expression instantly changed, from cautious to cold.

“Why are you here?” Qi Yiyun asked coldly when he opened the door and saw
Dong Hao.

“Miss, I just want to come and see you.” Dong Hao said.

Qi Yiyun said coldly: “I have nothing to do, you don’t need to see me, you have an
order. I will call you of course.”

Dong Hao came here entirely because he missed Qi Yiyun. He knew that Qi
Yiyun’s feelings towards George Han could no longer extricate himself. He hoped
that his appearance would make Qi Yiyun calmer.

For a long time, Donghao thought that George Han was not worthy of Qi Yiyun
doing so many things for him. Moreover, Qi Yiyun just wanted to use George Han
to solve the troubles of the Qi family, and should not put his feelings into it.

“Miss, I don’t want you to be injured because of this incident. He is not worth it.”
Dong Hao said. He liked Qi Yiyun very much, and liked it since he was a child, but
when he plucked up the courage to confess to Qi Yiyun, he was ruthlessly rejected
, But even so, Dong Hao did not give up.



“Is it worth it, does it have anything to do with you? Donghao, don’t forget your
identity, and no one can force such things as feelings. If you like me, it doesn’t
mean that I will like you, just like me. Like him, he doesn’t like me.” Qi Yiyun
said, Dong Hao had deep feelings for her, but Qi Yiyun did not feel guilty about
rejecting Dong Hao, because she believed that feelings should not be kidnapped,
not that one party If you like it, you must get a response from the other party.

Dong Hao lowered his head feebly, Qi Yiyun became more and more poisoned in
this matter, and he could only watch it happen helplessly. There is no way to stop
it.

“Miss, haven’t you thought that you will get hurt in this matter?” Dong Hao asked.

“I won’t regret it even if I’ve been wounded all over. I haven’t tried, tried hard,
who knows how it will end?” Qi Yiyun said firmly, even if she knew exactly how
slim this hope was, but she knew better that giving up would make her Regret it
more.

“Nothing else, let’s go, don’t come here to find me in the future, I will inform you
if something happens.” Qi Yiyun finished speaking, closed the door, and returned
to the living room sofa.

The moment Dong Hao closed the door, his expression became extremely hideous.
He now wants to end George Han’s life personally. Only in this way can Qi Yiyun
not be injured by him, but he dare not do it. George Han is concerned. The safety
of the Qi family is at stake, and now only he can help the Qi family, even if Dong
Hao does not want to admit it.

“George Han, I will kill you sooner or later!” Dong Hao said unwillingly.

For a design company, it is not yet working time. Qi Ran has already started busy
work at her workstation. She hasn’t even had time to eat soy milk and fritters. This
is her normal work situation. As a newcomer, she is suppressed everywhere. Her



only way is to work hard. After the boss sees her value, he has the opportunity to
get rid of the status quo.

“Qi Ran, you come so early every day. It’s really hard work.” After colleagues
from the company came to work one after another, a coquettish girl walked up to
Qi Ran, with a faint smile on her face full of malice.

“Sister Ting, I’m a newcomer, so naturally I have to work harder.” Qi Ran said.
This sister Ting’s name is Huang Tingting. She is an old company employee and
has a close relationship with her boss. Almost everyone knows her. Have a leg with
the boss, so she is in the company. No one wants to provoke. If she sees who is
unpleasant and blows a pillow to the boss, that person will be dismissed the next
day.

“By the way, the boss asked you to negotiate with the Weak Water Real Estate.
How are you doing? Don’t you have to go.” Huang Tingting asked. She had
deliberately arranged this matter and never thought about it from the beginning.
Huang Tingting will succeed, but to find such a thing to make things difficult for
Qi Ran, it would be better if Qi Ran can be expelled in a fair way.

The main reason for doing this is because Qi Ran looks good, and his innocent
appearance is very pleasing to men. Huang Tingting is afraid that her boss’s soul
will be hooked by her. Affect your position in the company.

“Sister Ting, I’m not ready yet.” Qi Ran said. For this matter, she compiled a lot of
information, and hoped that when she was lucky enough to meet Zhong Liang, she
could come up with more chips to discuss cooperation.

“Ready?” Huang Tingting smiled coldly, and said: “What else do you need to
prepare? Change your clothes and dress s*xy and go to see Zhong Liang. Don’t
you understand the truth?”



Qi Ran was taken aback. When she first entered the workplace, she really didn’t
understand these crooked ways.

At this time, when the boss arrived at the company, Huang Tingting greeted him
with a charming smile, and the two went straight to the office.

Qi Ran sighed and continued to organize the files.

A colleague who usually can’t understand Huang Tingting’s style came to Qi Ran
and said softly: “Qi Ran, I think this Huang Tingting is deliberately targeting you,
otherwise, how can you do such an important thing? How can a company with
such a big real estate cooperate with our company.”

Qi Ran knew Huang Tingting made things difficult for her, but because of this, she
wanted to prove herself.

Although the opportunity is small, it does not mean that there is no possibility of
success. For her, it is also a self-challenge.

“What did she mean by making me dress s*xy just now?” Qi Ran asked puzzledly.

The colleague sighed, a little envious of Qi Ran’s purity, thinking about when she
had just left the university gate. I don’t know anything, but in the big dyeing vat of
society, I have already lost my original intention.

“She wants you to seduce Zhong Liang with beauty, don’t you understand such a
simple truth?” said the colleague.

Qi Ran looked at his colleague in astonishment, such a dirty method. She would
never do it.

At this time, the landline on Qi Ran’s workstation rang. This is the company’s
internal phone. Once it rang, the boss is likely to find her.



Answer the phone. The boss asked Qi Ran to go to the office.

The colleague could only look at Qi Ran with pity, and said, “It seems that Huang
Tingting said something to the boss again, please ask for more blessings.”

Qi Ran walked towards the office with the files he had compiled.

Opening the office door, Qi Ran found that Huang Tingting was tidying up her
collar. As if just unbuttoned.

Huang Tingting didn’t care if Qi Ran discovered this incident. After all, the
relationship between her and her boss was already well known in the company, and
she was also proud of it.

“Qi Ran, you haven’t gone to the weak water real estate yet. What is going on? Are
you so careless about what I told you?” the boss asked Qi Ran harshly.

Qi Ran quickly took out the information and explained to the boss: “Boss, I’m still
sorting out the company’s information. I hope to deal with this matter with perfect
preparation. Please rest assured, I will not let you down.”

Huang Tingting heard this and said with a sneer: “Qi Ran, you really have no
self-knowledge. You sort out so many useless things, does Zhong Liang have the
intention to look at it? I think you are delaying time on purpose. “

“Qi Ran, you must go to Weak Water Real Estate today.” The boss said sharply.

Qi Ran looked embarrassed. She has no confidence at all now. Although the person
said in the morning that he could directly report Lao Han’s name in the past, the
weak water property, but it is true. Qi Ran is not sure, maybe he just opened one
casually. It’s just a joke.



“If you can’t do it, just resign by yourself.” Huang Tingting’s true purpose was
finally revealed. It is illegal to dismiss employees without reason. After all, Qi Ran
has a contract with the company, but if she resigns herself, the meaning will be
different. .

“I can do it.” Qi Ran gritted his teeth.

“You? Why can you do it, is it useful to say these big things?” Huang Tingting
smiled contemptuously.

“I have a friend who knows Zhong Liang.” Qi Ran said bitterly.

After hearing Qi Ran’s words, Huang Tingting was stunned for a moment, then
burst into laughter.



Chapter 433

“Your friend, still know Zhong Liang, do you want to laugh at me?” Huang
Tingting said with a big laugh.

The boss also shook his head with a chuckle. Qi Ran’s remarks were obviously
lying. If she had such a network of contacts, how could she work in his company?
Wouldn’t it be better to go to weak water real estate?

“Qi Ran, I didn’t expect you to know nothing. Bragging is pretty powerful.” Huang
Tingting clutched her abdomen and continued.

Qi Ran buried her head. She couldn’t be sure whether the person she met in the
morning said was true. It was just impulsive just now, so she said it. She also
regrets it a bit now, in case the person was joking. Yes, isn’t it just a joke?

The boss sighed. Said: “Qi Ran, you don’t need to say these things to perfuse me,
do you have any friends who know Zhong Liang is meaningless to me, you have to
prove your ability to me with practical actions. Understand?”

“Don’t worry, I will.” Qi Ran said, even if what the person said in the morning was
a joke, she would find other ways to complete the task.

“Okay, it’s okay, you go out first.” the boss said.

After Qi Ran left, Huang Tingting sat directly on the boss’s lap, and said with a
grumbling expression: “If you hadn’t signed the contract with her, we wouldn’t
have had such trouble.”

The boss looked at Huang Tingting with a fondly look, holding her slender waist in
both hands, and said: “How would I know that you don’t like her? If I knew it, I
would never have let her join the company.”



The boss cared about Huang Tingting’s degree, made her smile very proudly, and
whispered in the boss’s ear: “I have prepared a surprise for you tonight, don’t
forget to come to my house.”

The boss squirmed his throat and said expectantly: “What surprise?”

“Since it is a surprise, of course I can tell you at night, otherwise, is there a feeling
of surprise? But I can tell you in advance. It is your favorite.” After finishing,
Huang Tingting stepped on high heels and twisted The posture left the office.

My favorite, the boss is gearing up, guessing what the surprise she is preparing,
can’t help but look forward to it even more.

After Qi Ran returned to her work station, she fell into distress. If she went to
Weak Water Real Estate in her current state, there was a high probability that there
was no way to see Zhong Liang, and even if she saw Zhong Liang, she could not
convince Zhong. Lianghe company cooperates.

This is indeed an impossible task, a trap set by Huang Tingting to get her to leave
the company.

But the more this is the case, the more Qi Ran’s heart will not admit defeat. She not
only wants to prove herself, but also wants Huang Tingting to know that ability can
overcome everything, not beauty.

“Have you thought about when to go to Weak Water Real Estate? I won’t give you
any more chance to delay time.” Huang Tingting urged when she came to Qi Ran’s
workstation again.

“Go now.” Qi Ran stood up holding the documents and said.



Huang Tingting looked at Qi Ran pretendingly with admiration, and said: “Good
luck, I hope you don’t let your boss down, otherwise. Your job will not be kept,
and I am still very sympathetic to a newcomer like you. “

Qi Ran was disgusted by these false words, the whole thing was basically Huang
Tingting’s malicious targeting, but she now treats her with pity, which is really
ridiculous.

“Huang Tingting, you definitely don’t know what the word shame means.” Qi Ran
said.

Huang Tingting’s face suddenly changed, and Qi Ran gritted her teeth and said,
“What do you mean, scold me?”

Qi Ran shook his head and said, “Why would I scold you? I’m just talking about
people who are shameless. You are not such a person, are you.”

Huang Tingting’s face was as embarrassed as she had eaten shit, shameless, isn’t
she talking about herself? The unclear relationship between her and her boss is
something she is proud of. But when she was scolded around by a newcomer like
Qi Ran, she couldn’t accept it in her heart.

“Qi Ran, it seems that you still can’t learn how to do things and you offend me.
Your only end is to get out of the company.” Huang Tingting said sharply.

“If I can negotiate with the weak water real estate, will the boss fire me?” Qi Ran
said.

Huang Tingting looked at Qi Ran in shock, and said, “It’s not because of this that
you will show off in front of me?” After that, Huang Tingting laughed
presumptuously. She was amused by Qi Ran’s inexplicable confidence. What is the
existence of water real estate? Although it is now suppressed by the Han Group, it



is in Basin City. It is also the top few big companies, how can they cooperate with
small companies like them?

The reason why Huang Tingting raised this matter was because she knew Qi Ran
could not complete it, but she did not expect that she was so confident now.

Sure enough, he was a newborn calf, he didn’t know the sinister society at all, and
he couldn’t clearly recognize his own value.

“Qi Ran, Qi Ran, you are so naive, it seems that it is only suitable for the school
environment. Do you know what a real society is?” Huang Tingting said
disdainfully.

When Qi Ran first entered society, there were indeed many things she didn’t
understand. For example, Huang Tingting targeted her without warning. Qi Ran
didn’t understand this. After all, she just came to the company and never provoke
Huang Tingting.

“If I can talk about this cooperation, I will let the boss recognize the value of your
existence in the company, and I will tell him that you will only delay the
development of the company.” Since Qi Ran has torn apart with Huang Tingting,
he doesn’t care much. Some, anyway, the end is either being fired or being valued
by the boss.

Many colleagues in the company have a lot of dissatisfaction with Huang Tingting,
and even they hope that someone can suppress Huang Tingting, so that her
behavior in the company can be reduced, but when they heard Qi Ran’s words,
they shook their heads and smiled helplessly. No one believes that Qi Ran can do
it, because of this impossible task, even a miracle is unlikely to happen, the gap
between the two companies. It’s too big.

“You know, in my eyes, you are like a jumping clown, which makes people
happy.” Huang Tingting said with a light smile covering her mouth.



immediately. Huang Tingting greeted other colleagues and said: “You said it is
ridiculous, but she really thinks she can talk about cooperation with weak water
real estate. Do you want to teach newcomers how cruel the workplace is.”

Facing Huang Tingting’s fall into trouble. Most people chose to remain silent.
After all, they didn’t like Huang Tingting, but there were also a few people who
deliberately wanted to please Huang Tingting, and began to attack Qi Ran verbally.

“Qi Ran, you really regard yourself as a talent, it’s ridiculous.”

“A person like you who just graduated really doesn’t know anything, can’t do
things, let alone be a human being.”

“In this company, apart from the boss, Huang Tingting has the most power. If you
want to keep your job, you should apologize to her quickly.”

Listening to these people speaking for herself, Huang Tingting smiled
contemptuously, and said Qi Ran, “Have you heard? No one in the entire company
is optimistic about you. This is not my opinion.”

“What’s the use of saying so much? I’ll use my strength to tell you what is truly
capable, and you just get everything by selling your body.” Qi Ran said.

Huang Tingting gritted her teeth and looked at Qi Ran. She actually said something
like this in the public, which made it clear that she was splashing dirty water on her
body.

Even if this is true, from Huang Tingting’s point of view, she is not betraying her
body, but just swapping things of the same value with her boss.

“Strength?” Huang Tingting walked up to Qi Ran, slapped Qi Ran on the face, and
said: “This is strength. I dare to beat you, do you dare to fight back?”



Qi Ran clutched his hot and sore cheeks, took a deep breath, and said tenaciously,
“Huang Tingting, let’s go and see, I will definitely get back to cooperate. I will ask
you to apologize to me when that happens. “

After finishing talking, Qi Ran left the company with thick materials.

Huang Tingting was not worried at all. Although Qi Ran’s words were strong and
firm enough, she was absolutely impossible to accomplish this, because this was an
impossible task.

“What are you looking at? It’s working hours. It’s not for you to use to watch the
show. Did you want to be fined?” Huang Tingting scolded other employees. This is
the right treatment she enjoys in the company. Almost no one dares. Against her.



Chapter 434

When Qi Ran really took a taxi to the door of the weak water real estate company,
the full of ambition was lost by more than half of the time. In front of Huang
Tingting, Qi Ran showed strong confidence, but she just couldn’t swallow that
breath. I don’t really think I can do this.

When he really came to the weak water real estate and was about to face this
matter, Qi Ran made it clear that the possibility of cooperation is very small. Even
her chance of seeing Zhong Liang is very slim. As for the words George Han told
her in the morning, Qi Ran couldn’t believe it at all.

Buying a breakfast will be able to meet someone who changes her destiny. This is
not a TV series. How could such a good thing happen?

Just as Qi Ran hesitated at the door and dared not enter, a woman with the
appearance of a secretary walked up to her and asked politely, “Are you Miss Qi?”

Face polite inquiries. Qi Ran was dumbfounded, how would she know her
surname?

After a long pause, Qi Ran felt that he was not very polite, and quickly said: “Yes.
My last name is Qi, but…but I shouldn’t be the person you are looking for.”

The secretary smiled and said: “If you are here to see Brother Zhong, I think I did
not find the wrong thing.”

Qi Ran swallowed, she did come to Zhong Liang, but how could the other party
know?

“Are you sure, are you looking for me? Although I came to see Zhong Liang, he
shouldn’t know about this.” Qi Ran asked cautiously, she was worried that there



would be another person with the surname Qi today Will come to meet Zhong
Liang, which will cause unnecessary misunderstandings.

“There should be nothing wrong, please come with me, Zhong Ge is already
waiting for you.” said the secretary.

Qi Ran walked into the weak water real estate nervously, as if he was dreaming.

Going to the door in person, this is how to see Zhong Liang before this,
unexpectedly was led in the door initiatively, this is too strange.

Suddenly, Qi Ran thought of what happened this morning.

He said that as long as he reported his name, he would be able to see Zhong Liang.
Could it be that he arranged this matter? A breakfast. Are you really buying things
that can change your fate?

But this is not right, she hasn’t had time to report his name.

Followed by the secretary to Zhong Liang’s office, the secretary said: “Brother
Zhong is waiting for you inside, you can go in.”

At this time, Qi Ran was extremely nervous. She had never seen a big figure like
Zhong Liang. For her, this was a thing that tightened her nerves. More importantly,
there was something very unreliable in her heart. I always feel that the person
Zhong Liang wants to see is not her, just a coincidence in the surname.

But whether it is a misunderstanding or not, it is a good thing to be able to see
Zhong Liang.

Qi Ran bit his scalp and walked into the office and found that there was more than
one person in the office, besides Zhong Liang, there was another person standing in



front of the French window from the back, but unfortunately he couldn’t see his
appearance.

“You are Xiao Qi from that design company?” Zhong Liang asked Qi Ran.

Qi Ran looked flattered, because Zhong Liang’s performance was like knowing
her, how could she not be shocked?

“Brother Zhong, how would you know me?” Qi Ran asked incredulously.

Zhong Liang smiled. Glancing at the person in front of the French window, he
could know that Qi Ran was naturally instructed by George Han. Otherwise, how
could he recognize a new employee in such a small company?

“I heard that you are looking for weak water real estate cooperation. Do you have
any specific plans?” Zhong Liang asked.

Qi Ran was shocked. This was a good opportunity to introduce Zhong Liang. At
this time, she didn’t care about how this opportunity came, so she quickly
introduced Zhong Liang. ,

When Qi Ran entered the working state, it was completely like a different person.
He was not as immature as a newcomer in the workplace. Instead, he appeared
very mature, just like a veteran with a long career.

However, no matter how perfect her plan is, it will eventually be limited by the
strength of the company. With the existence of weak water real estate, there is no
reason to cooperate with Qi Ran Company.

“I admire your work attitude, but can you work together? I also want to go to your
company. Do you think it is convenient to arrange?” Zhong Liang said.

“Yes, of course, I believe our boss will be very happy.” Qi Ran said.



“That’s fine. Let’s do it today. I’ll go to your company tomorrow, and then talk
about cooperation in detail.” Zhong Liang said.

Qi Ran left the office until she walked out of the weak water property. She felt like
a dream. She never thought that she could meet Zhong Liang so smoothly, and
never thought that Zhong Liang could patiently listen to all her preparations. I have
to go to their company tomorrow. This is very face-saving, even if the cooperation
fails in the end, her task is considered complete.

“Old Han, does this matter have nothing to do with you?” Qi Ran muttered to
himself. There must be a reason for this matter to go so smoothly, and the only
possibility Qi Ran can think of is the fried dough stick shop. Old Han.

“Young Master. This company is just a small design company. Are you sure you
want to cooperate with them?” Zhong Liang asked George Han after Qi Ran left in
the office.

During the appearance of Qi Ran, George Han kept facing the floor-to-ceiling
windows, showing people from his back, so Qi Ran did not see who he was. This
was also what he did deliberately. Helping Qi Ran was just a move along the water.
Because of fate, he didn’t want Qi Ran to be grateful to him, so he didn’t need to
expose himself.

“Evaluate yourself. If you are willing to go to that company, she is already
considered to be very good, and there is no need to achieve cooperation.” George
Han said. He is not a god and Buddha who is going to the world. The opportunity
is given to Qi Ran, and it depends on whether she can grasp the current situation.
George Han would not just make fun of the benefits of weak water real estate, after
all, he still has a strong opponent to deal with.

“I understand.” Zhong Liang nodded and said.



When Qi Ran returned to the company, Huang Tingting appeared shortly after
sitting down at his desk.

“I came back so soon. You didn’t even enter the company gate of Weak Water Real
Estate, don’t you want to report your resignation?” Huang Tingting said with a
smile. In her opinion, Qi Ran came back so soon. It must have failed, and the
outcome of failure is to leave the company.

“I have already met Zhong Liang, but I don’t need to report this kind of thing to
you. I will go to the boss later.” Qi Ran said lightly.

“Oh, I know how to blow, but you can still meet Zhong Liang, what are you
kidding me?” Huang Tingting said disdainfully.

“Is it a joke? I don’t have to explain it to you. Remember to come to the company
early tomorrow. There is a very important guest to receive.” After Qi Ran finished
speaking, he stood up and walked towards the boss’s office.

Huang Tingting’s eyelids jumped. Seeing Qi Ran’s so confident look, could it be
possible that this matter really got her done, how could this be possible? How can
she be a newcomer in the workplace, can do things with such a degree of
difficulty? Zhong Liang is a high-level manager of Weak Water Real Estate. Even
her boss is not qualified to meet Zhong Liang.

Huang Tingting followed closely and went to the boss’s office with Qi Ran.

“Boss, I have been to Weak Water Real Estate.” Qi Ran said.

The boss did not lift his head and said, “Since the matter is not done, you should
know how to do it, right?”

These remarks reflected the self-knowledge of the boss. He knew that his
company’s capabilities were as far as the gap between the weak water real estate



and the weak water real estate. It was impossible for the weak water real estate to
reach cooperation with him.

“I met Zhong Liang and explained to him all the company qualifications he
prepared. I don’t know if the cooperation can be successful, but tomorrow, he will
visit the company in person.” Qi Ran said.

After the boss heard these words, he was stunned for a moment. The whole person
seemed to be petrified. He raised his head with difficulty and asked: “You…what
did you say, tomorrow, tomorrow Zhong Liang will come to our company? “

“Qi Ran, can you be more exaggerated, how could Zhong Liang come to our
company.” Huang Tingting said in disbelief.

Qi Ran raised his eyebrows and asked Huang Tingting, “Doesn’t it mean that the
company’s grade is very low in your eyes, isn’t it worthy of Zhong Liang’s visit?”

This made Huang Tingting speechless. She naturally couldn’t say that in front of
the boss, but she did think so in her heart.



Chapter 435

After the shocked boss recovered, he stood up excitedly and asked Qi Ran, “You
didn’t kid me, Zhong Liang really wants to come to our company?”

“Boss, he told me this personally, of course there will be no fakes.” Qi Ran said.

The boss walked in front of Qi Ran excitedly, unconsciously pulled Qi Ran’s
hands, and said excitedly: “Qi Ran. If the company can really cooperate with the
weak water real estate, you will be the company’s great hero, and the company will
never I will treat you badly.”

Seeing the boss’s attitude towards Qi Ran, Huang Tingting gritted her teeth. She
arranged this matter in the hope that Qi Ran could not complete the task and
voluntarily resign. She did not expect that she is now more valued by the boss
because of this matter.

Huang Tingting knows herself, she knows it in the eyes of her boss. She couldn’t
compare with the benefits, let alone still such big benefits.

“Boss, do you really believe what she said? How could Zhong Liang come to our
company.” Huang Tingting said to the boss, and she still felt Qi Ran was lying.
Even if she couldn’t think of any reason for Qi Ran to lie, she didn’t want to
believe that Qi Ran could do it.

It may also be said that Huang Tingting dare not face the facts before her, because
she cannot accept that the newcomer Qi Ran’s position in the company will
overwhelm her in the future.

The boss glared at Huang Tingting. He didn’t think Qi Ran lied, nor did he want Qi
Ran to lie, because this is a turning point in the company’s development. If he can
cooperate with weak water real estate, it may be the moment when he reaches the
peak of his life.



“Huang Tingting, you’d better be polite with Qi Ran from now on. She is the hero
of the company now. If you dare to make things difficult for her, don’t blame me
for being rude to you.” The boss said harshly to Huang Tingting.

Huang Tingting was extremely unwilling, but in front of money, she was like a pile
of scrap copper and iron, and her beauty was not enough to entice her boss to obey
her.

“I see.” Huang Tingting said.

“Qi Ran, sit down first and tell me exactly what is going on.” The boss’s attitude
towards Qi Ran changed 180 degrees, and it was only a matter of handing Qi Ran
the tea in person.

See this scene. Huang Tingting knows that her position in the company will
inevitably drop a lot in the future. The only chance to maintain the status quo is to
prevent Zhong Liang from appearing tomorrow.

Fortunately, she has a former colleague who is now working with a weak water
real estate, so she can ask about the situation.

After leaving the office, Huang Tingting walked to the unmanned fire exit, took out
the phone, and found Miffel in the address book.

Before Huang Tingting came to this company, she was a colleague with Miffel in
other companies. Although the relationship between the two is not particularly
good, it can be regarded as a fate, and there is no relationship between each other.
This is a trivial matter. She seemed to have no problems.

“Huang Tingting, why did you think of calling me?” Miffel looked surprised when
she received Huang Tingting’s call, because after she left, the two never contacted.



“How is your job now? The treatment of weak water properties must be very
good.” Huang Tingting asked with a smile.

The two started to talk about the daily routine and talked a lot of nonsense, until
Miffel was impatient, and then asked directly: “If you want to ask me, just talk
about it. Don’t be ambiguous.”

“I want to ask, does Zhong Liang have any special arrangements tomorrow?”
Huang Tingting asked.

“Brother Zhong is going to visit a company tomorrow, and I just received the
notice, I will go too, what’s wrong?” Miffel curiously asked.

“The company he is going to is my current company. Can you help me figure out a
way to get Zhong Liang to cancel this trip?” Huang Tingting said.

When Miffel was accompanied by Zhong Liang by name, she was happy for a
while. After all, she is a newcomer. It is very rare to get this kind of opportunity,
and it is also a chance to have a good relationship with Zhong Liang. She hopes
that tomorrow will be fast. Click here, how can you hope Zhong Liang will cancel
the trip?

“Huang Tingting, this is a good opportunity for your company to cooperate with
Weak Water Real Estate. Why do you want to cancel?” Miffy asked inexplicably.

“This matter is not clear for a while. If you can help me with this, I will help you
solve the problem in the future, how about it?” As long as Zhong Liang does not
appear. Huang Tingting was able to step on Qi Ran again, so she put all her hopes
on Miffel.

The friendship between Miffy and Huang Tingting is not so good that she will do
this, and even if the relationship is good, she is not qualified to change Zhong
Liang’s itinerary.



“Huang Tingting, you really look up to me. I’m just an ordinary employee in the
company. How can I change Zhong Ge’s schedule casually. Sorry, I really can’t do
it.” Miffel said.

Huang Tingting gritted her teeth. Although it is reasonable for Miffy not to help,
she has a bit of hatred for Miffy.

“Just put it straight, what benefits do you want to help me?” Huang Tingting said.

Miffy smiled contemptuously. Huang Tingting’s arrogant attitude was like treating
her as a subordinate. Why did she have such a qualification.

“I’ll answer your call. It’s based on the previous relationship. If it’s okay, don’t find
me in the future.” Miffel finished speaking and hung up.

Huang Tingting almost couldn’t help but want to drop the phone, but thought that it
was a new purchase, and finally she was not willing to throw it away.

If Huang Tingting had doubts about Zhong Liang’s coming to the company before,
now, with Miffel’s confirmation, it is no longer suspicious, so she knows that once
tomorrow comes, her status in the company will be Not as good as Qi Ran, no
matter how hard she worked in bed, it would be useless to serve the boss
comfortably.

Based on the company’s development prospects, it is absolutely impossible for the
boss to upset Qi Ran because of her.

“Qi Ran, I will never let you succeed. No matter what, Zhong Liang will not be in
the company tomorrow.” Huang Tingting said with gritted teeth.

Back to her job, Huang Tingting began to rack her brains to find ways to prevent
Zhong Liang from showing up in the company tomorrow.



It didn’t take long. The boss walked to Huang Tingting angrily, with a strong
killing intent in his eyes.

“Boss, do you have anything to order?” Huang Tingting asked the boss in
confusion.

The boss slapped Huang Tingting in the face and slapped her directly.

Huang Tingting covered her face. With an unfamiliar appearance, tears in his eyes
showed an extremely weak posture, and said: “Boss, what are you doing when you
beat me. Did I make any mistakes?”

The boss took out the mobile phone that was playing a recording and threw it on
Huang Tingting’s desk.

The recording is exactly what she called on the fire exit. The words clearly
expressed that she wanted to prevent Zhong Liang from coming to the company.
No wonder the boss was so angry. Finally, Huang Tingting was waiting for the
opportunity to destroy it!

“Who, who stole the recording, your whole family can’t die.” Huang Tingting
shouted angrily. This kind of thing is known by the boss, and the end can be
imagined.

The boss looked at Huang Tingting with a cold face and said, “Huang Tingting, I
didn’t expect you to do something harmful to the company for your own benefit.
Qi Ran worked so hard to get Zhong Liang to inspect our company. You want to
destroy this opportunity, I really misunderstood you before.”

“Boss, I’m sorry, I was confused for a while to do this, you forgive me, forgive me,
OK?” Huang Tingting panicked and begged the boss for mercy.



Although the boss is obsessed with Huang Tingting’s ability in bed, he is not
stupid. Only with money can there be more women. He cannot ruin his future in
the hands of a woman.

“Get out of here, from today, you are no longer my employee.” The boss said
coldly, leaving this kind of harm to the company without any benefit. Only by
letting her go out as early as possible can the company be stable.

Huang Tingting was desperate for a while, she finally got in touch with the boss,
she could do nothing in the company, just reach out for a salary every month, and
often receive more expensive gifts. This is perfect for Huang Tingting. In life, after
all, she is not the kind of woman with a particularly outstanding appearance. It is
lucky to get such a life.

But now, all this is in vain!



Chapter 436

For Qi Ran, this incident was a change of fate, which could make her future life
undergo earth-shaking changes from this moment on.

But for George Han, it was just a small matter between raising his hand and
nodding, and he would even soon forget it, because this kind of thing was
worthless in his mind.

At this time, George Han and Mo Yang were sitting in the same car, quietly at the
gate of the municipal administration.

“He is Liu Da. He is almost alone in contact with the Han Group. He has taken
care of this matter, and he has also made a lot of money in this matter. I checked all
his relatives and underground lovers. Several bank cards have suddenly received
large sums of money. I believe this is all given to him by the Han Group.” Mo
Yang said to George Han.

“You have done this very carefully, but we not only have to hold his handle in our
hands, but also have to let him do things for us.” George Han said, since Han Yan
is so pleased with Liu Da, then explain He has the absolute right to decide on the
matter of the village in the city, in that case. George Han couldn’t play him down,
but wanted to use him to help himself.

“These handles should be enough to threaten him.” Mo Yang said.

George Han shook his head, obviously having different opinions. Said: “Since Liu
Da dares to collect so much money, it means that he must have a way to launder
the money cleanly. I am afraid that these handles are not enough.”

“His wife and children are all abroad, do you want to check it out?” Mo Yang said,
although the methods are a bit despicable, but against people like Liu Da, he can
only use unconventional methods, otherwise how could he succumb? .



As the saying goes, no harm to his wife and children, George Han will never hurt
the innocent no matter what kind of opponent he faces, and he will never use the
opponent’s family as a bargaining chip. This is his bottom line.

People can be cruel, but they can’t be so cruel that they have no conscience, and
they can’t let good people be beasts.

“No, this matter is between us and him, and has nothing to do with other innocent
people.” George Han said.

Mo Yang smiled. He had guessed that George Han would not agree, but just said
casually.

“If you don’t use this method, the others will not work well.” Mo Yang sighed.

“Where is he going now?” George Han asked Mo Yang when Liu Da got in the car.

“At this time, he should be going to the tea garden. He is a person who likes to
drink tea very much, and he is very proficient in this aspect of research.” Mo Yang
said.

“This is very similar to the old lady of the Su family. It is a pity that she has never
drunk any real good tea in her life.” George Han smiled faintly. The old lady Su
loves tea, but she has been in contact with all her life. Very ordinary.

“Do you want to follow?” Mo Yang asked as the car left.

“Follow.” George Han said.

I followed the car to a very secluded tea house. There were almost no pedestrians
passing by, and the tea house looked a bit dilapidated.



“This isn’t the place where his golden house hides the beauty, right? People are
rare, but it’s a good place.” George Han asked Mo Yang suspiciously.

Hearing these words, Mo Yang couldn’t help laughing.

“What are you laughing at?” George Han asked strangely.

“When I first learned about this place, it was exactly the same as yours, but I have
checked that the owner of the tea house is an old man who is almost 70 years old.”
Mo Yang said.

George Han twitched the corners of his mouth, this misunderstanding was really
big, but this kind of place and this kind of environment is indeed very suitable for
Jinwu Cangjiao.

“You are waiting for me in the car.” George Han said.

Mo Yang grabbed George Han, and asked, “Will you be stunned? You appeared in
front of him so rashly, didn’t you tell him that we were following you?”

“If you don’t talk about it personally, how can you know what kind of person he is
and whether he can use it for himself.” George Han said, secret observation is
enough for him, since it is determined that Liu Da is with Han Yan People who
contact, then George Han needs to show his bargaining chips. Let Liu Da do things
for him.

“Hey, do whatever you want, I believe in your ability.” Mo Yang sighed and
released George Han.

Seeing George Han walking towards the teahouse, Mo Yang leaned his head
against the car window, his eyes looked a little dizzy, because even he didn’t think
that George Han could give a more attractive bargaining chip that could make Liu



Da change his camp. In terms of financial resources, the Han Group can crush him
several times.

The gate of the tea house is a crumbling wooden door, which makes people feel
like knocking on the door a little harder, and the whole door can be destroyed.

George Han knocked on the door very carefully, and with a creak, the door opened
directly, obviously not locked.

Presented in front of George Han, it turned out to be a scene of a small bridge and
flowing water. This dilapidated tea house had a cave in it, which made George Han
never expect.

The inner courtyard is not big, but the scenery is pleasant, with two people sitting
under a pergola. One of them is Liu Da, and the other rickety old man is probably
the tea house boss that Mo Yang said.

When George Han saw them, they also noticed George Han.

Liu Da frowned for the first time, and the old man. He greeted George Han with a
gentle smile: “The visitor is a guest. Since he is here, come in and sit down.”

George Han went straight to the underside of the pergola.

A simple set of tea sets reveals the traces of the years, and the cups are full of tea
stains, which are all accumulated over time.

The tea stain in the old man’s cup is thick, but the tea stain in Liu Da’s cup is much
thinner. This is the most obvious comparison of time. He should not have been in
this tea house for a long time.

At this moment. The old man handed George Han a teacup, but it was not brand
new, but a cup with a thick layer of tea stain.



This move made Liu Da’s brow frown even more, because when he first came to
this tea house, the old man gave him a brand new cup, but why is this young man
an old tea cup full of history?

George Han also found it strange. Although he was not proficient in this way, he
also knew that this kind of cup had specific characteristics, especially those who
liked tea and loved tea. They will not clean their own tea cups and deliberately
leave the tea stains. Even if they are steeped in a cup of clear water, they will taste
tea. Such cups are more important to them than anything.

“Old man, what are you…” George Han asked puzzledly.

The old man smiled and did not explain. Instead, he poured tea on George Han and
said, “Try to see how it tastes.”

George Han felt that there was a high-ranking aura in the calm and gentle aura of
the old man, especially his posture when he poured tea, and the gesture of waving
his hands was definitely not something an ordinary person could make.

Could this little tea house be able to hide the master?

Yes!

If not, how could Liu Da come to this place?

George Han picked up the teacup and took a sip. The bitter taste instantly filled his
mouth, as if he had drunk Chinese medicine.

“Old man, what kind of tea is this? How could it suffer so much.” George Han
asked with a twisted expression.

The old man smiled faintly. Said: “Boiled water.”



“I’m not a kid anymore. How could plain boiled water be so bitter? Don’t tease me,
old man.” George Han said, the smell went straight to his forehead, and even made
him feel like he was upright.

The old man raised the teapot again. I took out a glass, and after it was poured, it
was indeed plain water.

“The bitter thing is the cup. I thought you would like the taste.” said the old man.

George Han was stunned, and it was really boiled. In other words, all the bitterness
he felt was transmitted by the dirt in the cup, which made him unable to imagine
what kind of tea the owner of this cup used to drink. It was just the smell of tea
dirt, which made him doubt life.

At this time, the old man stood up suddenly, picked up the tea cup that George Han
had just used, and said to the two of them: “Let’s talk, I’m going back to rest for a
while.”

The rickety old man walked slowly. After returning to the room, he suddenly
straightened his back, looked at the cup in his hand with a smile, and said to
himself: “Old man, he doesn’t like the smell. I waited here for ten years just to see
how capable he is, but unfortunately, I haven’t seen anything until now.”



Chapter 437

After the old man left, Liu Da’s aura became obviously different. He pours himself
and has a feeling of treating himself as his master. Moreover, his aura has become
stronger, not restrained, and seems to deliberately want to suppress With George
Han.

Faced with this situation, George Han smiled indifferently. He had seen too many
people with strong aura, and Liu Da’s psychological suppression was for him. It’s
like a three-year-old’s game.

“Are you George Han?” Liu Da asked.

“Not bad.” George Han said.

Liu Da sneered and said, “I didn’t expect you to have the guts to come to me. Why
would you want me to do things for you?”

“It seems that I have nothing worthy of your eyes.” George Han said lightly.

Liu Da nodded his head and said bluntly: “If you are a little self-aware, I advise
you to disappear in Basin City. With your ability to fight the Han Group, there is
only a dead end.”

“I can give you the benefits Han Yan gives you, even higher. Isn’t it worth your
consideration?” George Han said.

Liu Da took a sip of tea. Looking at George Han with a joke, he said: “You still
don’t know yourself deeply enough, and what I want is more than money. The Han
Group can help me. More than you think. “

“Status?” George Han asked with raised eyebrows.



Liu Da smiled without saying a word. For people like him, money is important, but
status is what he wants more.

The strength of the Han Group can help him get a higher status sooner or later. In
Liu Da’s opinion, no one except Han Yan can do this, so his loyalty to Han Yan is
very high.

“You don’t have a chance. If it were me, I would definitely be a son-in-law. It’s a
beautiful thing to rely on women to support me in this life.” Liu Da said.

“Do you know the origin of the Han Group?” George Han asked.

“Is it important? Where does the Han Group come from? What is the difference to
me? As long as she can help me get what I want.” Liu Da said.

George Han smiled faintly. Although he didn’t know what promise Han Yan made
to Liu Da, he was sure that this was just to comfort Liu Da. The Korean Han
family in the United States would not focus on China, Han Yan came to the cloud
Cheng was just dealing with him. When all the dust settled, Han Yan would return
to the United States. At that time, how could she care about Liu Da’s status, even
before leaving. It is very likely to give Liu Da a fatal blow.

“Of course it is important, because it is about your life and death. Now that you
have taken so much money from the Han Group, this is a time bomb. As long as
she wants, you will die at any time.” George Han said.

Liu Da Ning frowned and scolded George Han angrily: “If there is no evidence,
don’t slander me, otherwise, I will let someone arrest you.”

“With your status, arresting me is just a matter of one sentence, but have you never
thought that the Han Group will eventually kick you away? She came from the
United States, and everything she did in Basin City was In order to deal with me,
do you think the Han Group will develop in Basin City after this matter is over? I



can tell you with certainty that Han Yan did not take the Basin City market in her
eyes. , This is just a game, when she is leaving, are you still worth it?” George Han
explained to Liu Da.

Liu Da smiled contemptuously, and said: “Making up these stories has taken a lot
of brains, it looks like it, but I won’t believe it. With such a big market as China,
will she not be tempted? Cloud City is just her starting point. The Han Group will
blossom everywhere in China in the future. Can you imagine what status I can
have at that time?”,

George Han shook his head helplessly. No wonder Liu Da is willing to help Han
Yan. It turns out that his dream is not only in Basin City, but the entire Huaxia.
What ambition is this?

“Your ambition is really big, but this ambition will kill you sooner or later,” George
Han said.

Liu Da drank the last sip of tea, stood up and said: “It’s best not to see me again in
the future. I don’t want Miss Han to cause unnecessary misunderstanding. You are
not a waste, you are not qualified to cooperate with me.”

George Han didn’t mind Liu Da’s bad words, but just reminded: “With your
patience, it is not difficult to see the current situation in Cloud City. Why not
choose to see it more thoroughly? What I said. You. It’s best to keep it in your
heart, or you will regret it sooner or later.”

“Worthy, many people envy you for being raised by a woman, but in my eyes, this
is a shame for a man. You have done so many embarrassing things for men, you
should go to death earlier.” Liu Da scolded.

Watching Liu Da walk out of the tea house, George Han’s hand holding the teacup
unconsciously used force, actually crushing the teacup.



There were many wounds in the palms and fingers because of the rupture of the tea
cup, and blood was overflowing.

George Han stood up and said to the old man’s house: “Old man, you accidentally
broke your teacup. The next time you visit, George Han will definitely compensate
you.”

In the house, the old man did not rest. Instead, he kept looking at the situation
outside through the window. When George Han said these words, the old man
laughed unconsciously and said: “I don’t have any great skills, but his backbone is
very similar to him. He is stubborn. I don’t know where it came from.”

Leaving the tea house, when George Han returned to the car, his entire right hand
was stained with blood.

Mo Yang asked nervously, “What’s the matter, do Liu Da dare to do something to
you? This guy, hasn’t tasted the abilities of my thousands of brothers!”

Finished. Mo Yang immediately took out the phone, seeing that he was planning to
ask someone to teach Liu Da a lesson.

George Han said lightly: “It has nothing to do with him, I broke a teacup and
accidentally scratched it.”

Mo Yang looked at George Han strangely, how could he be so careless, he was not
a kid anymore.

“What did he say?” Mo Yang asked.

George Han smiled helplessly and said, “It’s probably difficult to change his mind.
Liu Da made his dream too big and beautiful.”

“What dream?” Mo Yang asked puzzledly.



“The pursuit of rights and status, he believes that Han Yan can bring him not only
the status of Basin City, but the entire China.” George Han explained.

After Mo Yang froze for a moment, he laughed disdainfully, and said, “This guy is
really big-hearted. A Cloud City is not enough? Doesn’t he know that Han Yan
doesn’t want to develop in China at all?”

“I hope he can know about this, but it seems that he is not willing to admit it even
if he knows it now.” George Han sighed.

Anyone has a dream, even if it is a dream, he does not want to be awakened. Liu
Da is in this state now, and it is not a simple matter to wake him up.

In addition to Liu Da, George Han still had a doubt in his mind, the tea cup full of
tea dirt. There must be some reason why the old man would use it for him, but he
still has no way of knowing it.

After returning to the magic capital, George Han drove back to the rental house by
himself.

When he got home, Qi Yiyun was planning to cook dinner for George Han. When
she saw George Han’s unwashed blood, she suddenly became nervous.

Running to George Han, he carefully raised George Han’s hand and asked, “What’s
the matter, why are you injured again?”

“It’s just a small injury, it won’t interfere.” George Han said indifferently.

“There was so much blood. How could it not get in the way? If the wound is
infected, do you know what the consequences will be?” Qi Yiyun complained to
George Han, and then directly pulled George Han to the bathroom. .



Seeing Qi Yiyun, who was buried in his head, carefully cleansing his wounds,
George Han sometimes feels that her gentleness is still quite charming. In the
future, her husband will definitely be very happy, but this person, definitely not. he.

After cleaning the wound, Qi Yiyun took George Han to the living room again,
took out some gauze and potion, and helped George Han bandage.

Although the wounds are very small, the number is very large, which makes Qi
Yiyun wonder how they caused it.

“Did you go to the show to grab broken glass with your bare hands?” Qi Yiyun
asked.

George Han smiled helplessly. Although not so exaggerated, it was almost the
same.

“Don’t you know that I work part-time in the circus?” George Han smiled.



Chapter 438

Facing George Han who was still thinking about joking, Qi Yiyun was so angry
that he shook off George Han’s hand, but when he saw George Han frown, he
quickly pulled it up and said, “I’m sorry, You are hurting.”

George Han shook his head, withdrew his hand, not letting Qi Yiyun pull it, and
said: “This little injury is not a problem, but the trouble in the village in the city is
very big. It may not be easy to solve it.”

Feeling George Han’s hand retracted, Qi Yiyun’s eyes clearly showed a trace of
sadness, but she concealed it quickly and well, as if nothing had happened, and
said: “What you don’t want to do, I can help You do, I don’t have so many taboos
and bottom lines. As long as I can save my family, I can do anything.”

“I’m a big man. Why would I want you to help, and the money you have given is
enough, I should take care of the rest.” George Han said.

“When faced with special circumstances, you don’t have to stick to the so-called
bottom line. Because your opponent has no such thing as a bottom line.” Qi Yiyun
said.

“Could it be that there are bad people in the world, and everyone has to be bad
people? This is not a constant one’s own standards.” George Han said lightly.

Qi Yiyun knows that George Han has strict standards for doing things, and the
bottom line he believes will not be easily touched, but this way, it is undoubtedly a
curse for himself, which will make him do nothing.

“But it’s hard to be a good person. I checked Liu Da. In his eyes, there is only
interest, and he now believes in Han Yan that he won’t succumb to you without
special means.” Qi Yiyun said.



“Aren’t you cooking? I’m hungry.” George Han changed the subject.

Qi Yiyun sighed inwardly, wanting to change George Han’s persistence is as
difficult as heaven.

But she believes in George Han’s ability, even if he does things by his standards, he
can succeed.

“Eating beef tonight, I just learned, I hope it won’t be too bad.” Qi Yiyun said.

While Qi Yiyun was busy in the kitchen, George Han sat in the living room
meditating, not only meditating on the troubles of the village in the city, but also
about the tea cup.

When it comes to dinner, the hearty three dishes and one soup make people
mouth-watering. When George Han eats very contentedly, Qi Yiyun is in a
particularly good mood. She even had the idea that if she could do this for a
lifetime, it would be the happiest thing, to give all of Qi’s family to George Han,
and she would just be a good wife and mother at home.

It’s a pity that such thoughts are just her own wishful thinking, and she knows that
no matter how she pays, she is unilateral and will not get any response from
George Han.

But now Qi Yiyun has not forced the so-called response. She is only doing things
that can make herself happy. As for how long she can be happy, she has never
thought about it.

Before going to bed, the weather changed suddenly, and suddenly there was a
strong wind, lightning and thunder.

Qi Yiyun, who was sitting in the living room watching TV, had a pale face, as if he
had great fear of the lightning outside.



This starts with Qi Yiyun’s experience when he was a child. It was also a
thunderstorm night, and violent thunders reverberated throughout the world. Qi
Yiyun, whose parents were not around, could only curl up in the corner and
tremble. Even now, as long as Qi Yiyun hears thunder, Qi Yiyun will be very
scared, because this is not just a movement that resounds through the world, for
her. It is a shadow of loneliness.

“Are you afraid?” George Han asked Qi Yiyun.

Qi Yiyun nodded.

“If you’re afraid, rest early, just sleep.”

In Qi Yiyun’s horrified eyes, George Han took the lead to return to the room. Qi
Yiyun was so wronged that he almost cried. As a big man, at this time, he went
back to the room to sleep. Accompany her?

This night, Qi Yiyun was destined to sleepless, but George Han slept very well.

He likes thunderstorms and such a noisy environment. Only in this way can he not
feel the weird quietness. He has lived in a side house since he was a child. It is a
place where people are unwilling to appear. There is almost no voice, so only
George Han felt that his room was very lively when it thundered.

The same loneliness, but two extreme different treatments. This is probably the
reason why George Han can’t get together with Qi Yiyun.

Early the next morning, after George Han got up, he found that Qi Yiyun was still
curled up on the sofa, his tired expression obviously hadn’t slept all night.

“I slept soundly, how about you?” George Han asked deliberately.



Qi Yiyun looked at George Han complainingly. She was scared all night, thinking
that George Han would comfort her halfway through, but she didn’t expect this
hard-hearted man to really not show up, and even Qi Yiyun heard some snoring
sounds!

“You are still not a man.” Qi Yiyun gritted his teeth and said.

“Am I a man? Only Amelia can see it. You can’t just show you such a precious
thing.” George Han finished speaking and went to the toilet to wash.

Qi Yiyun felt bitter in her heart and waited until George Han came out of the toilet.
In order to make up for his injured heart, he said to George Han: “I want to eat soy
milk fritters.”

“If I come back, I will definitely buy it for you, but if I don’t come back, you can
eat some leftovers by yourself.” George Han said.

Looking at the closed door, Qi Yiyun’s aggrieved eyes flooded with tears. She had
never been ignored like this before, but she asked for all this, so she can’t blame
others.

At the elevator door, George Han met Miffel unexpectedly. This woman who
deliberately avoided him seems to have deliberately appeared in front of him these
past two days.

After entering the elevator, Miffel still took the lead and asked George Han: “How
do you know Zhong Liang?”

“Why should I explain to you?” George Han said coldly.

Faced with George Han’s indifference, Miffy suddenly felt out of anger. She didn’t
think that George Han had the capital to be cold in front of her, even if he really
had a good relationship with Zhong Liang, how about it, Miffy She didn’t put



Zhong Liang in her eyes. What she valued more was the boss who never showed
up.

“A person like you, don’t you think you know a few big people to be defiant?”
Miffel said.

George Han smiled helplessly and said, “Isn’t you the one who has been deceived
all the time? When did you become me? Since the first day we met, you haven’t
put me in your eyes? Under the circumstances, you put your posture high, but now
you come to blame me?”

“I have such capital, do you have it?” Miffy said with his head held high.

George Han Yuguang looked at Miffel and said, “Your courage. It comes from your
looks and body, but compared to that friend in my family, what are you doing? I
really think that all men under the world will surround you. Can you turn around?”

Speaking of Qi Yiyun, Miffel became lacking in confidence, and she was ashamed
of herself in front of Qi Yiyun. He didn’t even have the guts to compare.

“Who knows how you lied to her, sooner or later I will expose your mask in front
of her.” Miffy said with disdain.

“If you met me by chance today, just to say these things, it’s totally unnecessary.
You didn’t put me in your eyes. Have I ever looked at you directly?” George Han
shook his head, just as the elevator arrived and took the lead. Went out.

Miffel clenched her fist, wishing to punch Han three thousand taels.

If you didn’t want to know his relationship with Zhong Liang, how could Miffel
meet him.



“You can also know Zhong Liang for rubbish like you. It seems that Zhong Liang
is not a good thing, wait, if I know the owner of Weak Water Real Estate, sooner or
later I will let him fire Zhong Liang.” Miffel said to herself The language said.

After George Han ran a lap, he went to the fried dough stick shop and saw Qi Ran
who was looking forward to it from a distance, as if waiting for someone.

When Qi Ran saw George Han, he trot to George Han, handed out the soy milk
fritters in his hand, and said, “I bought this for you. I will treat you today.”

“The pie fell in the sky?” George Han said with a smile.

“Although I don’t know who you are, I can be sure that you are a big man.
Otherwise, how could Zhong Liang of Weak Water Real Estate meet me.” Qi Ran
said with a smile.

George Han nodded in agreement, and said, “It seems that your vision is still very
good, much better than some people.”



Chapter 439

Qi Ran didn’t know who was in George Han’s mouth, and she was not interested in
it. She came here so early on purpose to thank George Han for his help. If it
weren’t for him, she wouldn’t be able to see Zhong Liang.

Of course, thanks for a breakfast is not enough. Qi Ran asked, “Do you live
nearby? If you have time for the evening, let’s have a meal together.”

George Han shook his head, holding the soy milk fritters and said, “This meal is
enough. I have something to do, let’s go first.”

After speaking, George Han turned around and left, Qi Ran hadn’t even had time to
say thank you.

Looking at George Han’s back, Qi Ran was very curious about what kind of person
he was, and why his low-key appearance gave people a very powerful feeling.
Even people like Zhong Liang should give him face. .

Could it be…!

Qi Ran suddenly had an amazing idea in his heart, as everyone knows. Zhong
Liang is just a high-level person in Weak Water Real Estate, and the owner of
Weak Water Real Estate has never shown up. Could it be that he is the owner of
Weak Water Real Estate?

After this idea arose, Qi Ran quickly shook his head again. He said to himself:
“What do you think, how can you have this kind of shit luck, and you can meet the
boss behind the weak water property? If he is the boss, how can he buy soy milk
fritters in the morning It.”

In Qi Ran’s opinion, the owner of Weak Water Real Estate is so rich, and there will
definitely be a maid making breakfast. Maybe someone in a maid costume will



bring breakfast to his bed. How could he come to this street in person? How about
buying soy milk fritters in a small store? And there is no high-class residential area
nearby, and boss-level figures are unlikely to live nearby.

After returning home with soy milk fritters, Qi Yiyun, who hadn’t slept all night,
was already asleep on the sofa. With the low snoring sound, it seemed that he was
exhausted last night.

Watching her curled up on the sofa, it must be very uncomfortable to fall asleep in
this posture, but the thought of holding her back to the room in his mind flashed
away and was directly denied by George Han. This intimate act, even if it was Use
it on strangers, but can’t use it on Qi Yiyun.

Putting down the soy milk fritters, George Han took a shower, changed clothes and
went out again.

When the sound of closing the door sounded, Qi Yiyun, who was sleeping with his
eyes closed, changed his posture and lay on his side on the sofa, opening his
bloodshot eyes and looking at the soy milk fritters.

Although he didn’t take her back to the room to sleep, he still remembered the soy
milk fritters. Should I be satisfied?

In the Villa area of   Yunding Mountain, Amelia Su returned home after running in
the morning, and just went to the bathroom to take a shower. Lily Jiang sneaked
into her room and looked at the mobile phone on the bedside. She hurriedly picked
up the mobile phone and edited it. A text message was sent to George Han.

The content of the text message was very simple. I asked George Han to meet at a
place on the outskirts of the city at 3 pm. After sending it, Lily Jiang also deleted
the sending record, and then sneaked out of the room.



Amelia Su didn’t know anything after the shower, changed clothes and went to
work at the company.

George Han saw the text message with a smile on his face, but the word Do not
reply at the end of the text message made him feel a little strange.

Could it be that Amelia Su is still shy?

Although Amelia Su had never mentioned this kind of dating before, the two of
them could be regarded as old husbands and old wives, and they were still so
twitchy.

“It’s early in the afternoon at three o’clock, where should I go to pass the time?”
George Han said to himself, originally planning to go to the village in the city
today, but Amelia Su suddenly sent this text message, which made him call him
My heart was restless, and I couldn’t wait to meet Amelia Su, which caused
George Han to lose interest in everything else.

Mountainside Villa. After Amelia Su left, Lily Jiang also put on a dress and was
ready to go out.

“Where did you go so early?” Wilson Su asked Lily Jiang. Although the two of
them are only middle-aged, they have already lived an old and enjoyable life. All
the pressure of life is placed on Amelia Su. They only use plans, why not? Just
spend every day boringly.

“Of course there is business. Do you think I am just like you, playing cards and
drinking every day? I don’t worry about family affairs at all. If the Su family lets
you take care of it, it will be over sooner or later.” Lily Jiang said, she was tired of
Wilson Su And the sense of disgust is getting heavier and he thinks that Wilson Su
has no contribution to the family and is useless except food and drink.



Wilson Su has not been criticized once or twice, so he doesn’t care what Lily Jiang
thinks of him. Anyway, Amelia Su is so upright now, he has already lived a life of
worry-free life, there is nothing worth worrying about too much.

But Lily Jiang is an exception. Her thoughts will anger Amelia Su, and Wilson Su
is afraid she will do something stupid.

“If you are still thinking about destroying the relationship between Amelia and
George Han. I advise you to stay a little bit, don’t really annoy Amelia, then drive
us out of the house, and there will be no place to live. “Wilson Su reminded.

“She dare!” Lily Jiang suddenly turned eyebrows and green eyes, and said: “She is
my daughter. It is a piece of meat that fell from my body, how dare to drive me
away, and what I do is for her. Okay, if I don’t want her life to be better, do I need
time and effort?”

“But you know that thankless things, why do you want to do it?” Wilson Su didn’t
understand Lily Jiang’s thoughts. She repeatedly destroyed the relationship
between the two, but Amelia Su’s position has been firm and clear enough. , But
Lily Jiang didn’t know to give up.

“She will thank me in the future. It’s just that she doesn’t understand it yet.” Lily
Jiang said.

Wilson Su shook her head helplessly, Amelia Su was already an adult, she knew
very well what she was facing, how could she not understand?

And feelings don’t need a reason. Besides, George Han did a lot of things for the
Su family. Now Lily Jiang’s behavior of crossing the river to demolish the bridge is
also very unnatural.

“If you have this time, you might as well go shopping with your sisters.” Wilson
Su said.



This sentence made Lily Jiang a sneer on his face and said: “You are a waste. Of
course you will think so. You have never done anything for this family, and never
worry about the situation at home.”

Wilson Su sighed and stopped talking. He knew what Lily Jiang determined, and
relying on his persuasion, it was impossible for Lily Jiang to change his mind.

After Lily Jiang took the bag and went out, she took a taxi to the outskirts of the
city, where she sent a message and agreed with George Han.

There is an ancient town here. Although it is not a popular attraction, there are
occasional tourists, most of whom are lovers in love.

“Are there all? You can fight?” Lily Jiang came to a resident’s house. A bald head
in the courtyard had been waiting for a long time. The hideous pattern on the
flower arm was not a good person.

“Don’t worry, there is absolutely no problem with the people I’m looking for. They
are all very powerful thugs.” The bald head said with a smile.

Lily Jiang nodded, took out 50,000 yuan in cash from the bag, and gave it to the
bald head, and said, “This is the advance payment, the remaining money. After I
see the result, I will give it to you. “

The bald head took the money, weighed it, smiled with satisfaction, and said, “If
you are willing to add some money. I can kill him for you. Since you have to solve
the trouble, you can solve it all at once, so there is no worry.”

Lily Jiang hoped that George Han would die very much in her heart, but she would
also worry that things would be revealed. If someone finds out that she is behind
the scenes, she will probably be spent in jail in this life, so she doesn’t dare to
make such a decision.



The bald head saw the hesitation on Lily Jiang’s face and continued: “All my
brothers are desperadoes and have murders in their hands. To them, killing is as
simple as killing a chicken. If you are worried There is no need for an accident.
Their methods are very clean, and after killing someone, they will never show up
in Cloud City. It is impossible for anyone to find them, let alone you.”

“Are you sure? I really won’t be found out?” Lily Jiang asked.

“Of course, if this is found out, but it will pay for our lives, do you think we will
make fun of our lives?” said the bald head.

Lily Jiang hesitated for a while, if she could take this opportunity to really kill
George Han, then all her worries would disappear, and it was indeed an
opportunity.



Chapter 440

“How much do you want to add?” Lily Jiang asked in a deep voice.

The bald head smiled and said, “For someone like you, what is money, and solving
trouble is the most important thing, right?”

Lily Jiang is a woman who loves money like her life. Money is like her life.
Although she really wants to kill George Han, she will definitely not accept the
bald head if she wants the lion to open his mouth.

“Don’t think about blackmailing me, want to kill him, I can find someone at any
time. If your price is unreasonable, I will find someone else to do it.” Lily Jiang
said.

The bald head stretched out his right hand, spread his fingers, and said, “Five
hundred thousand, one point can’t be lost. If you can trust other people, you can try
it, but I can guarantee you that you will never find the entire Cloud City. People
with cleaner means than us. Only us can guarantee the greatest degree of privacy.”

Five hundred thousand!

For the current Su family, it is not a big money, and it is not difficult for Lily Jiang
to spend the money.

But Lily Jiang has to bargain when buying vegetables. On such a large amount, the
price will naturally be suppressed.

“Four hundred thousand, one more point won’t work.” Lily Jiang said firmly.

The bald head shook his head and said: “You still have time to think about it, but I
want to remind you that if the opportunity is missed, it is not so easy to get it again.
More than 100,000, you will never see him again, never again. There won’t be any



trouble, and there is no need to worry about things being revealed. After the
incident is completed, my brothers and I will leave Basin City immediately without
leaving any traces.”

“Four hundred thousand.” Lily Jiang said through gritted teeth.

“One hundred thousand yuan is just a trivial thing to you. For a rich person like
you, why should you be so smart with us? Just give the brothers one hundred
thousand yuan more for traveling, so that we can go far. Okay?” said the bald head.

Things have come to this point. In order to be true for one hundred thousand yuan,
it seems that there is not much need, and the other party’s attitude is very tough. It
is impossible to lower the price. Lily Jiang took a deep breath and said: “Okay, five
One hundred thousand, but you have to be a little cleaner. Otherwise, any trouble
will be left.”

“Don’t worry, we will definitely leave him dead.” The bald head said with a smile.

Lily Jiang still wants to stay and watch the good show. She must see George Han
die in front of her with her own eyes to feel relieved.

Bald put her in a room in the courtyard. Although the environment was very poor,
Lily Jiang was very excited.

Lily Jiang had waited too long on this day. As long as George Han died, Amelia Su
would accept a new life, and the Su family would be able to truly settle down.

In another room, in addition to bald heads, there are several fierce and evil people.
Everyone is covered with tattoos. It does seem to be a way to survive through the
knife, and they can be seen from their eyes. Unusual.

“Baldhead, half a million lives, is it too cheap? This woman is not an ordinary
person.” Someone said to the baldhead. They often do this kind of thing, and the



price usually fluctuates according to the employer’s strength For a person like Lily
Jiang, 500,000 is too little.

The bald smiled faintly, and said: “You know what a shit, after the person dies.
How much money, we still have the final say, this kind of person, she dare not give
it?”

Hearing this bald head, everyone immediately understood what he meant.

“Brother Bald is still good. Seeing her timid and fearful, she won’t be able to
blackmail casually in the future. Brother Bald has found a long-term meal ticket.”

“This order is enough for us to be cool for several years, and finally we can
celebrate our birthday.”

“If it hadn’t been for the good brains of Brother Bald, we guys with well-developed
limbs and simple minds would have to go to the construction site.”

After listening to several people’s flattery, bald smiled triumphantly.

George Han had nothing to do. He spent time in the magic city and did nothing. He
sat in a daze, dreaming about meeting Amelia Su in the afternoon, and a faint smile
appeared on his face unconsciously.

“Lin Yong, what do you think this guy is thinking, with a mean smile. There must
be nothing good, right?” Mo Yang, who was sitting on the side, asked Lin Yong in
a low voice.

Lin Yong was embarrassed, and Mo Yang dared to talk to George Han in private,
but he didn’t have the qualifications, so he didn’t dare answer this question at all.

“Boss Mo. If you are curious, just ask if you can.” Lin Yong said.



Mo Yang shook his head and said, “Look at that face of spring heart rippling, I
don’t want to eat dog food, I am lonely, it is better to stay away from these sweet
shells.”

Lin Yong smiled helplessly. Mo Yang claimed to be lonely, but as long as he was
willing, the woman around him would change one day a day, and he would be able
to do it for a year. It’s just that he is unwilling to do so.

“Damn, my heart is itchy, knowing that I will be hurt, I still want to ask what’s
going on, please persuade me and let me calm down.” Mo Yang said to Lin Yong
as if he couldn’t bear it. .

Lin Yong smiled bitterly, and Mo Yang was also a strange person. Sometimes the
emotions he showed were completely inconsistent with his actual age, especially
naive. And there is no boss style at all.

“Forget it, don’t persuade me anymore, no one can stop me today.” Lin Yong
hadn’t spoken yet, Mo Yang had already stood up and walked towards George Han.

George Han sat on the sofa alone, Mo Yang sat on the armrest, and put one hand on
George Han’s shoulder and asked, “What’s the good thing, how about sharing it
with Brother Dang?”

George Han squinted at Mo Yang and said, “What does it have to do with you.”

“You can’t say that, don’t I care about you?” Mo Yang said, took out a pack of
cigarettes and handed one to George Han.

George Han looked at Mo Yang in surprise. This guy was born as Pai Yao and
could only get in. He had known each other for so many years, and he took the
initiative to bring him cigarettes a handful of times, so he was so willing today.



“In order to find out the news, you are really willing to pay for it.” George Han
quipped.

Mo Yang didn’t feel embarrassed either, he had long been accustomed to this way
of getting along, for him. There is no shame.

“Hurry up, my cigarette is very expensive.” Mo Yang urged.

George Han held the cigarette in his mouth, and Mo Yang took out the lighter and
lit it for him.

After taking a sharp sip, George Han spit out a faint smoke ring and said, “In the
afternoon, we will meet with me in the summer.”

Mo Yang touched his chest in pain. Although he knew that he might be stuffed
with dog food, he still couldn’t accept the facts before him.

“Does the younger sister take the initiative?” Mo Yang asked.

“Yes, you sent me a message this morning, maybe you miss me too much.” George
Han said cheerfully.

Mo Yang sat down on the ground. Lie down in a big font and said without love,
“Damn, I know it’s dog food, why should I ask more.”

Suddenly, Mo Yang stood up suddenly. He even snatched the cigarette from
George Han’s hand. He didn’t dislike George Han who had already smoked it. He
held it in his mouth and said cursingly, “The cigarette is for me to relieve my
troubles. What are you smoking? , You don’t take care of the feelings of a lonely
old man like me.”



George Han couldn’t help rolling his eyes. Mo Yang was also middle-aged. He
hadn’t been doing righteousness all day long, and he didn’t even care about the
image of the boss before his hands.

“This is what you want to ask, what does it have to do with me?” George Han said.

Mo Yang took a deep breath and seemed to stimulate himself with nicotine. He
turned to Lin Yong and asked, “You don’t have a girlfriend?”

Lin Yong shuddered, and said quickly: “No, no, I don’t.”

Only then did Mo Yang balance his mind a little, and said to George Han, “We are
a singles club. If you are fine in the future, come here less and don’t pollute the air
here.”

George Han stood up, tidyed up his clothes, and said solemnly: “Mo Yang, since
you want to draw a clear line with me, do we have to put the repayment on the
agenda? After all, you still owe me 200 million. If the money is not returned, the
relationship will be difficult to distinguish.”

The muscles on Mo Yang’s face trembled. He hadn’t thought about paying back the
money. He said with a rogue face: “When did I borrow your money? Is there an
IOU? Is there evidence?”

After speaking, Mo Yang turned his head and asked Lin Yong, “Lin Yong, do you
know when I borrowed his money?”


